
The Lucky Rainbow (And God)
Saved Us
Ok, of course all the credit goes to God, but I was going for
the catchy title.  Yesterday I had one of the biggest scares
of my life – a near-death experience.  I’m going to start at
the beginning of an otherwise wonderful day…

We were looking for a fun place to take the kids, and we
decided upon the Fort Wayne Children’s Zoo.  The kids had
their usual fun playing in the water hole, and the capuchin
monkeys were quite active, enjoying a game of tag.  It was
really cool to see; one would chase the other and then when he
caught him, they’d switch and the chaser became the chasee –
is that a word?  Doesn’t matter, I think you get the point. 
Capuchin monkeys are smart.
There was a kangaroo separated from the rest of the roos, and
we thought it was a baby, until we looked a little closer and
noticed she actually had a little baby sticking out of her
pouch – SOO cute!  It must have been a different type of
kangaroo or wallaby than the eastern grey kangaroos though
because it was much smaller, and obviously an adult since she
had a baby.  But anyway, they were definitely the highlight of
our trip.
Earlier in the day, when we were deciding where to go, we had
brought up the possibility of go-carts, and our 4-year-old had
not forgotten.  Since the kids were being (somewhat) good and
it was still early (we were hoping for a triple kid pass-out
on the hour-long drive home), we decided to stop for some
quick laps around the go-cart track.  I stayed in the car
because we had 2 kids who fell asleep, and from there, I was
able to watch the storm roll in.  It was really neat; there
was a lightning bolt that struck near the go-carting place,
and everyone waiting in line said “whoa!”.  It was followed by
a VERY LOUD crack of thunder, and that was the end of the go-
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carting.  My husband had already ridden once with our 4-year-
old, and they were waiting in line so our 8-year-old could
go.  But the poor kid has her father’s bad luck because they
shut the place down for the storm before she got to go.  But
she was a good sport about it; I actually think she was just
so happy to be out of the storm and in the “safety” of the
car…  but you will soon see why I put the “safety” in quotes
while referring to the car.

As we headed away from the go-cart place, it rained heavily. 
So heavily that the road flooded immediately and visibility
was down to almost 0.  I told my husband he should pull over,
but you couldn’t even see enough to do that.  But then it
cleared a little, and there was a huge rainbow.  It was
beautiful; I don’t think I’ve ever seen one in a full arc like
that.  I tried to take a picture but we had now gotten on the
interstate and were travelling fast, so we’ll have to see how
it comes out.  I was distracted by the rainbow, and this is
where everything happened so fast it’s kind of a blur.  But
I’ll recap best I can…  The cars in front of us were braking,
so my husband made a hard stop – not all that hard, so I
didn’t really feel like we were in danger.  I see a car on the
shoulder all smashed up and facing us.  The driver is getting
out and looking at his car, and that’s when I realize that it
had just happened – no emergency vehicles were on the scene
yet, and it’s still happening because I hear horns honking. 
Then my husband says very calmly, “We’re going to get hit.”  I
looked in my sideview mirror and saw a semi coming at us, and
he’s not stopping.  Instead he’s coming right at my mirror and
the  next  thing  I  know,  the  semi  is  next  to  us  on  the
shoulder.  Thank God there was a shoulder.  Thank God my
husband didn’t pull onto the shoulder trying to save us, or he
would have steered into the path of the semi.  Thank God for a
lot of things, but most of all, for the safety of my family. 
Turns out the horn that was honking was the semi warning us of
our impending doom.  All these news stories were flashing
through my head on the rest of the way home about people whose



vehicles got pancaked by semis.  It was a split second away
from happening to us, and there was nothing that could have
stopped  it,  except  Divine  Intervention.   I  called  911  to
report the accident, and that’s when I learned that my cell
phone makes a little noise when you do that – to make sure you
really want to call, I guess.  But the good news is, it didn’t
seem as if anyone was hurt because like I said, the driver of
the car that caused it all was out and looking at his car.  He
was either brave or not very smart, because if that semi
hadn’t of stopped next to our car where it did, he would have
been plowed over.  Someone should tell that Subway guy from my
last post  that this is what 911 is really for!  And this
whole incident makes a case for my husband to try to get me to
fly to Florida next time rather than drive.  All I know is, in
the car, we had a very close call.  Rarely are there close
calls on a plane – you either crash or you don’t!

A reminder to all to be thankful every day for everything you
have!


